The semantic similarity of words forms the basis of many natural language processing methods. These computational similarity measures are often based on a mathematical comparison of vector representations of word meanings, while human judgments of similarity differ in lacking geometrical properties, e.g., asymmetric similarity and triangular similarity. In this study we propose a novel task design to further explore human behavior by asking whether a pair of words is deemed more similar depending on an immediately preceding judgment. Results from a crowdsourcing experiment show that people consistently judge words as more similar when primed by a judgment that evokes a relevant relationship. Our analysis further shows that word2vec similarity correlated significantly better with the out-of-context judgments, thus confirming the methodological differences in human-computer judgments, and offering a new testbed for probing the differences.
Introduction
The semantic similarity between words constitutes the basis of many natural language processing methods, with most computational measures of similarity based on the cosine of the angle between stable vector representations of words' meanings. On the other hand, human similarity judgments are well-known to be affected by context. For example, Tversky (1977) demonstrated that the presence of alternatives can lead people to weight certain factors as more "diagnostic" than others (Goldstone et al., 1997; Rodriguez and Egenhofer, 2004) .
This "diagnosticity effect" captures the fact that people weight certain dimensions as more relevant or "diagnostic" than others, depending on context (Evers and Lakens, 2014) . For example, fridge and desk are not rated as very similar in a neutral context, but they are viewed as more similar in the context of a dorm room. Test sets of human judgments of word similarity have been a long-standing popular method of evaluating the quality of computational meaning representation, such as, co-occurrence-based methods and deep neural methods. At the same time, this evaluation method is limited by the hidden layers of complexity behind the task, e.g., the polysemous nature of word meaning and the subjectivity of the similarity judgment task (Faruqui et al., 2016) .
The Nelson Association Norms dataset, for example, offers an alternative test case for similarity (Nelson et al., 2004) . This data includes the probabilities of producing one word as an associative cue for another word. The direction of the association can be used to measure asymmetric similarity as a more context-dependent similarity measure (Griffiths et al., 2007; Nematzadeh et al., 2017) . With such goal in mind, the present work offers a novel design for the collection of human-normed word pairs, judged with and without an immediately preceding "context pair."
In particular, participants were asked to judge pairs of target words (e.g., <costume, neighbor> ). In a Context condition, the pair of words was presented immediately before the target pair and provided a context word (e.g., candy) as well as repeating one of the words from the target pair (<candy, costume>). In a no-Context condition, participants judged the similarity of the same target pair (<costume, neighbor>), but after an unrelated pair of words (e.g., <bait, pole>). Finally, in a control Repeated Word condition, the target words were judged immediately after a preceding pair in Table 1 : A sample of the word pairs presented to participants in each condition. Participants observed each pair at a time with the order of presentation was manipulated.
which a word was randomly selected from the set of words used to evoke contexts in the Context condition together with one of the target words (as in the Context condition), e.g., <apartment, costume>. See Table 1 for two examples of the three conditions.
Participants and Procedure
In a preregistered IRB approved study, 366 participants took part in the crowdsource survey through Mechanical Turk (150 women; ages 21-71, M=32.9). In a within-subjects design, participants judged the similarity of pairs of words on a five point Likert scale. 40 target pairs and 20 fillers were witnessed in a random order with the following restriction: half of the target pairs were immediately preceded by a context pair, and the other half of target pairs were immediately preceded by a non-context pair (counterbalanced across participants). To make sure participants are not judging a pair as more similar on the second occurrence of the same word, a third condition of control repeated word was added.
Results
To compare similarity judgments in the Context condition and the no-Context condition, we ran a mixedeffect regression model with condition as the fixed effect and the maximal random effect structure that convergence would allow (Barr et al., 2013) , using the lmer Test (R Development Core Team 2008). This included subjects and items with random slopes and intercepts. The model revealed a significant effect of condition when comparing the context and no-Context conditions (β = 0.037, t = 2.58, p < 0.01), confirming that people consistently judged target pairs of words as more similar in the Context condition than in the no-Context condition. Using the same model, we compared the no-Context and Repeated Word conditions and this revealed no significant difference between conditions (t = −0.782, p = 0.780).
We hypothesized that computational models of word meaning representation would have more difficulty in predicting the similarity scores of the target words in the Context condition. To test this, we measured the similarity scores of the target pairs based on their word2vec representations (Mikolov et al., 2013) . We used vectors trained on the English Gigaword fifth edition with a two word window using Skip-gram. 1 . Our analysis shows that word2vec similarity correlated significantly better with the out-ofcontext judgments (Pearson correlation coefficient r 2 = 0.26 vs. r 2 = 0.10 for Context vs. no-Context conditions), thus confirming our hypothesis that our computer generated calculations of similarity need to address the role of context before similarity judgments approach those of people.
We conclude that the results of our study confirm people's tendency to modify their similarity judgments based on contextual factors, even if the context is created by a word that is absent during the comparison itself. Similar to previous work, certain pairs in our study can be judged as more or less similar due to their ambiguous meanings, for example oil as a food ingredient or hair product. However, the context provided for the majority of pairs depended on the creation of an ad-hoc semantic space for comparison that did not necessarily require a different interpretation of either word being compared. While for triangular similarity, ambiguity is likely to be the leading factor in considering only certain aspects of a word for a given comparison. Here, the context word creates the semantic space for comparison, in which the context and not some sub-meaning heighten the similarity, e.g., costume and neighbor are related by Halloween in the context of candy (Table 1 ). In a current study, we are developing a method to modify vectorial representation of meaning to ad-hoc similarity judgments inspired by human behavior in this task. In future work, we plan to use word2vec to estimate the degree to which certain pairs were judged more similar in the Context condition. We will make the data collected in this study available once the full analysis of our results is published.
